SKY HOOK

LIFTS 500 LBS!

Tool Post Mount Sky Hooks
- #8500 Series Economy Chain Sky Hooks
- #8700 Series Premium Chain Sky Hooks
- #9500 Series Economy Cable Sky Hooks
- #9700 Series Premium Cable Sky Hooks

Bench Mount Sky Hooks
- #8527 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #8727 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9527 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9727 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Receiver Hitch Mount Sky Hooks
- #8540 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #8740 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9540 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9740 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Floor Mount Sky Hooks
- #8550 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #8750 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9550 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9750 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

4-Leg Mobile Base Sky Hooks
- #8557 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #8757 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9557 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9757 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Cherry Picker Sky Hooks
- #8565 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #8765 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9565 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9765 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Reverse Cherry Picker Sky Hooks
- #8565 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #8765 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9565 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9765 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Mobile Cart Sky Hooks
- #8570 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #8770 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9570 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #9770 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Bench Mount Sky Hooks
- #A8527 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A8727 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A9527 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A9727 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Floor Mount Sky Hooks
- #A8550 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A8750 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A9550 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A9750 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Mobile Cart Sky Hooks
- #A8570 Economy Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A8770 Premium Chain Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A9570 Economy Cable Sky Hook w/ Base
- #A9770 Premium Cable Sky Hook w/ Base

Portable
Ergonomic
Customizable
 Lightweight
Safe
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Why Sky Hook?

The Sky Hook industrial lifting device fills the gap between the simple chain hoist and massive overhead gantry crane. With many companies implementing mandates restricting individual lift limitations to 35 lbs., the Sky Hook is the personal lifting companion that’s portable and easy to use. Weighing as little as 23 lbs., the Sky Hook can safely and efficiently lift up to 500 lbs., doing the work of 4 people with a simple one-hand operation.

With our comprehensive line up of fixed and mobile bases, you’re sure to find the lifting solution you’ve been looking for. See something that’s close but not quite the right fit? You’re in luck because over half of our business comes from efficiently and affordably customizing the Sky Hooks to best fit our customer’s applications.

The Sky Hook is your personal lifting solution, preventing lifting injuries while saving you both time and money!

Find the Right Sky Hook

Economy

Economy Sky Hooks have a simple and easy to use friction brake as well as some additional features making them ideal for applications requiring lower cost solutions. As with all of our Sky Hooks, they are designed and built to meet ASME and OSHA standards.

The friction brake allows the operator to lift up to 500 lbs. with confidence. Lowering the load requires the operator to ease back on the brake lever next to the handwheel while controlling the rate of descent with their hand on the handle or by lightly applying pressure of their palm on the outer surface of the handwheel.

Premium

Premium Sky Hooks are equipped with our LoadLock clutch brake and improved hard rubber casters for bases which utilize 6” caster wheels. This Premium line has quickly become the preferred Sky Hook product line, providing favored brake functionality with the more ergonomic, rotated handwheel location and upgraded base features.

With the LoadLock clutch brake, the operator can lower the load by simply cranking the handwheel counterclockwise. Our customers in Canada and the UK/Europe can also enjoy the Premium Sky Hook product line due to their ability to be CSA and CE certified.

Customize the Sky Hook

When the lifting application calls for a unique solution, the Sky Hook lifting device meets the demand. Whether its dimensions or features you need modified to work for your particular application, the Sky Hook is the perfect platform to work from. We can adjust reach, height, handwheel location, base size, and so much more. The Sky Hook can even be designed to work in cleanroom or antistatic environments. Our Design and Sales Teams are prepared and ready to assist with creating the perfect lifting device to fit your needs!